
August Newsletter Reminders: 

Remember to send a snack each 

day, that does not contain nuts! 

 

Dress your kiddos for play time! 

We like paint, play-doh, markers, 

glue, scissors, and dirt!  Good play 

shoes are best for the playground 

each day! 

2K Circle Time Focus 

       Fostering a love of reading starts very 

early!  Miss Parker’s class is learning to 

sit still, together, through a whole book!  

They each take turns picking out which 

one she reads to them next!  Since most 

of us are still learning how to be a part of 

a group of kids in a classroom our  focus 

is definitely on social skills these first few 

weeks.  We are talking about letters, 

shapes, colors, and counting as we read 

every morning! 

3K Circle Time Focus 

        This month, Mrs. Roslyn’s class is 

focusing on the color blue, circles, the 

letters A, B, C, counting to 10, and       

recognizing 0 and 1.  You can help with 

these lessons at home by finding circles: 

the steering wheel, a plate, a sink, etc. 

counting fingers and toes, and asking 

them to “look for the letter A” while  

driving or reading to them.  Also, we 

learn to clean up after we play, to be  

responsible for ourselves, and to be kind. 

4K Circle Time Focus 

       Mrs. Amanda’s class is hitting the 

ground running! While they are working 

on writing their names and the alphabet, 

they are also reading books together a 

lot, talking about nocturnal animals, and 

learning responsibilities within the room 

(following a schedule).  They have     

wonderful discussions about the days of 

the week, the month, today’s date, the 

weather, the season and more. 

       Each month, we will learn a new Bible Verse and your children 

will watch  themselves “climb the mountain” on our bulletin board 

as they can say them from memory!  This month’s verse is “I can do 

all things through Christ who strengthens me.” Philippians 4:13 

In the Innovation Lab: beyond free play to build and explore, we 

are doing hands on experiments with colors, mixing our primary 

colors to make secondary colors, playing with colors on the light 

table, and more! 

Questions to ask your kiddos after a day at preschool: 

 What was the most fun today?   

 Who was a kind friend to you?   

 Were you kind to your new friends?   

 What is your new friend’s name? 


